Congratulations and Welcome!

You are now part of a growing and dynamic community of anesthesia professionals.
YOU'RE PART OF A THRIVING COMMUNITY.
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP.

Familiarize yourself with everything ASA has to offer and customize your experience in three steps:

1. **Tailor your details and preferences.** Visit asahq.org/myaccount to complete your personal and professional profile information. This helps us better understand you, identify trends, improve equity initiatives, and develop new opportunities for all members.

2. **Show your support.** Join the ASA Grassroots Network at asahq.org/grassroots and contribute to ASAPAC at asahq.org/asapac to help advocate for policies and legislation affecting you.

3. **Tap into a collective experience.** Connect, collaborate, and communicate with peers from around the globe on the new ASA Community forum. Find your voice at community.asahq.org.
MEMBER BENEFITS

EXPERIENCE THE VALUE OF YOUR ASA MEMBERSHIP.

You’re committed to excellence in anesthesia, and ASA is your professional champion, supporting your success at every stage of your career, across every subspecialty, and in every practice setting.

Take advantage of all the ways your membership pays you back throughout the year.

Anesthesiology®, the highest-rated journal in the specialty. Get trusted, evidence-based clinical knowledge and research insights in print, online, or via podcasts—whatever suits your schedule.

The ASA Monitor®, the leading source for perioperative health care news. Enjoy monthly physician-to-physician reporting and thoughtful dialogue on the topics that matter to you.

Resources the moment you need them. Get breaking news as it happens across our specialty, industry, and society with Monday Morning Outreach, Anesthesiology Today, and ASAP Weekly. Plus, stay safe and fully informed with COVID-19 guidance.

For more information about member benefits by career stage, care team role, and anesthesia subspecialty, please visit asahq.org/benefits.

The powerful ASA Community. Find your voice on this all-new online forum for peer-to-peer conversation, connection, and collaboration. Look forward to a new mentorship platform in 2021 to help you on your path to success.

Effective advocacy. Help promote, protect, and advance physician-led, team-based care through state and national advocacy efforts and awareness campaigns such as Made for This Moment.

Top-tier education and development. Delve into the world of anesthesiology on the go with ASA’s Central Line and Residents in a Room podcast series. Save on ASA bestsellers, events such as ANESTHESIOLOGY®, and leadership development training created by the top minds in the specialty.

Clinical guidance. Access evidence-based clinical guidelines to help improve your practice and deliver the best health care possible.

Career support. Tap into the ASA Career Center and refinance and save with our SoFi partnership. Residents get the resources you need for a successful future.
ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

GET INVOLVED AT A DEEPER LEVEL.

As an ASA member, there are many ways to make an even greater contribution to the advancement of the specialty. Here are our top five:

1. Become a Fellow of the American Society of Anesthesiologists®
2. Participate in a committee and component society based on your local area or specific interests and strengths
3. Join discussions to get answers or lend your expertise on the ASA Community
4. Guide legislation by contributing to ASAPAC, joining the ASA Grassroots Network, or building relationships with Members of Congress via ASA Team 535
5. Attend an ASA event

Committees and Editorial Boards
More than 90 committees and editorial boards contribute to member resources and write updated standards, guidelines, and statements on virtually every topic. Nurture your network and develop your CV, while you make a difference.

ASA Component Societies
These organizations strengthen and support ASA’s mission by providing continuing education, leadership, and advocacy support at a more granular level. Contact your component society to participate in advocacy and patient health initiatives.

ASA Community and Mentorship
Collaborate online with global colleagues, join a special interest group, or simply build your professional network by joining the ASA Community. A new mentorship platform will be offered in 2021 to help guide the specialty’s future leaders.

For more information on engagement opportunities, please visit asahq.org/about-asa
ADVOCACY

Your best interests are at the forefront of advocacy efforts. Whether protecting physician-led, team-based care, rallying against threats to fair payment, or leading the discussion about the opioid epidemic, ASA is your champion.

ASAPAC
The largest physician political action committee and one of the most active PACs in the country, ASAPAC helps elect lawmakers who understand anesthesiology issues.

SECURING THE FUTURE
ASA is aggressively lobbying on key regulatory and legislative issues to ensure appropriate payments to anesthesiologists and promote the economic sustainability of the practice of anesthesiology. Primary focus includes mitigating the “33% Problem”, preparing for Medicare-based health reform initiatives, resolving surprise medical bills, and demonstrating anesthesiologists’ value through Alternative Payment Models.

ASA GRASSROOTS NETWORK
Alerts from our Washington, D.C. office keep you up to date on FDA, legislative, and policy changes, and detailed information is available on our online portal. ASA makes it easy to contact lawmakers, provide comments to regulatory agencies, and advocate effectively.

For more information about ASA advocacy, please visit asahq.org/advocacy.

“ASA has been a driving force in education and advocacy for my specialty interests throughout my career.”
HIGH-CALIBER EVENTS

“The ANESTHESIOLOGY annual meeting truly represents the best and most diversified educational experience and greatly enhances my awareness of what is going on in my field of expertise.”

ANESTHESIOLOGY® ANNUAL MEETING
Engage with global clinicians, thought leaders, and corporate partners from around the world while participating in world-class education, discovering breakthrough research, and exploring the latest industry innovations, all to advance your knowledge and patient care.

For more information on the annual meeting, please visit asahq.org/annualmeeting

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT™ CONFERENCE
Unite with physician anesthesiologists, practice administrators, residents, fellows, and leaders in the specialty to share ideas for improving operational efficiency, quality, safety, and practice performance. Succeed by creating a dynamic practice that remains at the forefront of this evolving industry.

For more information on the conference, please visit asahq.org/practicemanagement
INNOVATIVE EDUCATION

TOP TIER EDUCATION
Stay up to date on the skills and knowledge necessary for your daily practice with ASA Education. Learning modules are measured by evidence-based decision-making (EBDM) competencies to help you provide more effective treatment, improve patient outcomes, and implement cost-effective practices. Many ASA resources are eligible for continuing medical education, ABA MOCA®, and nursing credits.

asahq.org/education

LEADERSHIP TRAINING
Evaluate and grow your leadership potential to secure an executive position, effectively communicate, and motivate staff and drive real business results. Through partnerships with the American College of Healthcare Executives and Northwestern’s Kellogg School of Management, ASA developed resources and programs to bolster your leadership.

asahq.org/leadership

FELLOW OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIOLOGISTS® (FASA®)
Be recognized as a leader dedicated to excellence in the field. Find out how to qualify and apply for the highest acknowledgment in anesthesia.

asahq.org/fasa

Get the ASA My Learning app
PERFORMANCE AND QUALITY INITIATIVES

NATIONAL ANESTHESIA CLINICAL OUTCOMES REGISTRY® (NACOR®)
With millions of cases and growing, NACOR clinical data helps inform treatment choices and control costs. Multiple service levels allow you to select the right features for your practice, from basic reporting to visibility into how you perform against national benchmarks.

asahq.org/nacor

PERIOPERATIVE SURGICAL HOME (PSH) PORTFOLIO
In order to improve outcomes and reduce costs, this innovative model of coordinated care guides the patient from the time surgery is scheduled until 30 days after discharge. The ASA PSH portfolio includes a comprehensive suite of services, resources, and tools to support team-based care.

asahq.org/psh

ANESTHESIA INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM (AIRS)
Keep patient safety a top priority and learn from the experience of your colleagues by reporting adverse events related to anesthesia or pain management.

aqairs.org

“We needed a mechanism for benchmarking data, and NACOR helps us compare ourselves to other anesthesia practices, so we can see how we are performing.”
ASA + YOUR PRACTICE
SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR GROUP

Whether you represent an independent practice or a hospital, ASA has answers that fit.

Care Team and Residency Program Education Packages
Choose from bundled CME, residents, or credentialing packages or enjoy deep discounts on 20 or more courses. ASA offerings include the best in clinical, simulation, and practice management education in a variety of formats.

Quality Improvement Consulting
Work with our expert teams to understand MACRA requirements, establish reporting benchmarks, demonstrate competitive advantages, avoid penalties, and get paid properly.

Brand Awareness and Marketing Support
Increase your group’s visibility through conference sponsorships, advertising, exhibits, and more.

Practice Management Resources
Strengthen practice performance with the Relative Value Guide®, CROSSWALK® coding products, and other solutions that enable appropriate payment for your services.

Find Top Talent
The Anesthesiology Career Center is your leading resource to search for and recruit physician anesthesiologists and anesthesia care team members.

Membership Management
Save time and bundle renewals into a single invoice—and earn free membership for administrators and executives.

For more information on group solutions, please visit asahq.org/group
RELATED ORGANIZATIONS

These ASA-supported organizations assist with advancing the specialty around the world. asahq.org/donate
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You are now part of a growing and dynamic community of anesthesia professionals.

Let Us Hear From You
Contact your ASA Member Services Representatives
(830) 912-2552 M - F, 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. CT
asahq.org

American Society of Anesthesiologists Headquarters
1061 American Lane
Schaumburg, IL 60173–4973
T (630) 912-2552
F (847) 825-1692
info@asahq.org

Washington Office
905 16th Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20006
T (202) 289-2222
advocacy@asahq.org

ASA + YOU
A Partnership for Every Stage of Your Career